Style: LUXURY. VINTAGE
Name and address of the hotel:
Hotel Miramar Barcelona GL *****
Plaza Carlos Ibañez, 3
08038 Barcelona (Spain)
www.hotelmiramarbarcelona.com

THE ESSENCE
The Hotel Miramar Barcelona is an elaborate mix of
classicism and innovation. Built on the occasion of the
Universal Exposition of 1929 held in Barcelona, this
palace was inaugurated by King Alfonso XIII and looks
back on a long history, which is told from his long stint as
host of the Spanish Radio and Television broadcasting
studies, from 1959 to 1983 . His story takes a dramatic
turn in 2006 when the architect Oscar Tusquets Blanca is
responsible for its remodeling. Tusquets’ artistic vision and
his particular interest in interior design, luxury and innovation, give the hotel a very personal air. While retaining the
original facade of the old palace, is transformed into a
unique space where comfort meets aesthetic perfectionism.
From its location on the mountain of Montjuïc, the views
over the city and the Mediterranean Sea offer a framework
of exceptional beauty. The hotel grounds offer unique
retreats as the Patio de los Naranjos and the Garden of
tipuanas which viewpoints allow contemplate the sea and
the city.

THE GASTRONOMY
Studio Miramar Restaurant : Open for guests and visitor,
this restaurant offers the opportunity to enjoy a
delicious Mediterranean cuisine while enjoying the
tranquil views of the gardens and the Mediterranean Sea.
The Forestier is an opportunity to enjoy modern recipes,
rich and healthy with a modern and creative presentation.
Lobby bar: The real meeting point for our visitors. Its large
windows offer magnificent views of the Forestier Gardens
and the Mediterranean. The terrace of the Lobby Bar is
located at the historical façade of the hotel, from where
you can enjoy the same spectacular views.
Pool Bar: The Pool Bar offers snacks, tapas and salads,
and a wide variety of refreshments and delicious cocktails,
while enjoying the natural environment of the outdoor
swimming pool and its spectacular ocean views.

THE JEWELS
The Spa by L’Occitane, with 4 treatment cabins (2 of them
doubles), sauna, steam bath, jacuzzi, ice fountain
The outdoor pool and the heated indoor pool.
The bathroom amenities by L’Occitane.
The generous terrace overlooking the Mediterranean
Sea from the Suite Mediterránea.

Staying at the Hotel Miramar Barcelona is leaving the noise of
the city to relax and enjoy the beautiful views of Barcelona
and the sea. The feeling that comes over visitors is to be in a
unique place, a space in which art is expressed through a
sublime and unique design which history expressed through
architecture. This luxury hotel combines the grandeur of the
'20s with contemporary design. The result is a unique and
artistically elegant restored palace and strategically located
in the mountainside of Montjuïc. In addition to their views of
the gardens, surprises with its proximity to Las Ramblas of
Barcelona. The result is an intimate and exquisitely delicate
placid hotel just 10 minutes from the trendy shops, restaurants
and nightlife of the big city center.

THE FIGURES
75 rooms: 35 Deluxe, 32 Premium, 7 Suites Miramar
and 1 Grand Suite Miramar Mediterranean.
45 m2 minimum for the Suites Miramar.
More than 70m2 in the Grand Suite Mediterranean.
475m2 of meeting rooms with natural light.
Capacity up to 250 people for banquets and
celebrations.

THE ADDED VALUES
Complimentary Wi-Fi.
Free access to Spa and pools
Room service 24 hours a day.
Laundry 24 hours.
47'' Plasma TV and 69 International channels.

BUSINESS CLASS
Meeting rooms with natural daylight, Internet, direct
telephone and audiovisuals.
Events coordination services.
Corporate Menus.
Customizable Events and product launches.

THE NEIGHBORS
The Cable Car Barcelona

The Botanical Garden of Barcelona

The Bar Martinez

The Magic Fountain of Montjuic

The Joan Miró Foundation

The Caixa Forum

The Castle of Montjuïc

The Poble Espanyol

The Gardens Costa i Llovera

The shopping center Las Arenas

The Olympic Stadium and Palau Sant Jordi Stadium

Teléfono : (+34) 93 281 16 00

Email: Info@hotelmiramarbarcelona.com

